Rodzilla Shooting Products Mirage Scope Kit for T-Rex front Rest

The Rodzilla Shooting Products Mirage kit attaches to the base of your T-Rex front rest on either the
right or left side allowing for your spotting scope to be used to view mirage while shooting.
The kit consists of a vertical shaft with a locking memory collar, a horizontal beam which holds the
scope, and all associated hardware to adjust friction of rotation.
This design allows you to easily adjust the eye piece with one hand while on the rifle and looking
through the rifle scope. The final position you choose is then held by friction. Once your scope is
adjusted it will hold its place throughout your string of fire.
The goal is to view and verify mirage without moving your cheek from the stock. This allows you to
quickly transition from the mirage scope to your rifle scope and break the shot immediately before a
switch can occur.
The vertical post is transparent in the mirage scope and will not block the view. Also, there is nothing
sitting outside your shooting mat to get in the way of your neighbors.
By adding extensions to the vertical post, you can slide the scope up high enough to use it for scoring.
Then by setting your rest beside your chair, just raise the scope and turn the eyepiece to the 12:00
position.
When going back to the line for shooting, just lower the scope beam back down to the pre-set memory
collar stop and rotate the eyepiece for viewing while on the rifle. It is very quick and simple to get the
proper position back with just a little practice.
For the original T-Rex bases produced before February of 2022, you will need to select “early style base”
from the drop-down box when ordering. This will have a block that clamps to the base on either side for
the vertical post to screw into.
Bases manufactured after February of 2022 will have tapped holes for the vertical post to screw into
(one on the right and one on the left side of the base) and the blocks are not required.

